Reischauer talks on Japan

(Continued from Page 1)

sional growth to the nation's post-war achievement-oriented rather than economic growth.

Growth as Problem

The diplomat expressed the opinion that Japan's gravest problem has actually been due to its dangerously rapid economic dis- placement. Social systems have sagged behind and the people are still searching for values. He as- sumed that the Japanese aspect of mind, Reischauer favors a "demonic change" in our China policy.

Reischauer explained why he be- lieves that our relations with Japan are more important than those with the rest of Asia. The fore- most reason is Japan's awesome productive power. With its popu- lation of 139 million, Japan's output is nearly twice that of Red China and she still has great eco- nomic capacities. Japan is our sec- ond largest trading partner. In addition, Japanese aesthetic influ- ences have made many enrich- ments to our society. Finally, he believes that Japan's general in- terests are fundamentally the same as ours presumably are: i.e., the pursuit of peace and an unwarmed interference into the affairs of other parts of the world.

Facing further questions from the audience concerning American foreign policy, Reischauer scored "the ridiculous concept that we can militarize the world." Generally, he supported President Johnson's avoidance of the two extremes: further escalation would obviously be foolish and risky but neither can we suddenly withdraw, make a unilateralistic policies, nor also become it would also likely cause upheaval in cer- tain crucial countries.
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